Scaffold handwriting instruction in large and small groups with measurable concepts, strategies and accommodations that reinforce multi-tiered support.

**SMHP STRATEGIES**

- Hang posters in hall
- Leave the Adapted Paper Master Guide in copy rooms
- Share research
- Embed handwriting across the curriculum
- Teach THE RULES!
- Provide Alphatrangles
- Collaborate with teachers
- Draw writing lines on the board
- Point of View Survey

**Grade 1**

- Rulings: 5/8" 3/4" 1/2"
- Space: 5/8" 3/8" 3/8"
- Focus on Size. Form will Follow.

**Grade 2**

- Rulings: 5/8" 3/4" 1/2"
- Space: 5/8" 3/8" 3/8"

**Focus on Size. Form will Follow.**

**SMHP STRATEGIES**

- Teach THE RULES!
- Issue adapted writing paper at various grade levels
- Print poorly sized letters intentionally
- Encourage critiquing
- Create materials during Center Time
- Run Handwriting Clubs
- Build peer mentors
- Scan adapted paper onto Smart Boards
- Use the MRB in all content areas
- Collaborate within classrooms
- Walk around with dice

**SMHP STRATEGIES**

- Teach THE RULES!
- Print letter size errors
- Self-monitoring
- Correct reversals with Go Lines and Finish Lines
- Use blotters
- Award Star-Worthy letters
- Baselines with Printing and Writing Competency
- Intake
- Teach the Size Matters Handwriting Program
- Custom worksheets or journals
- Score size then space
- Progress Monitoring
- Forms A & B

Focus on Size. Form will Follow.